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Current pathways for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) care are a combination of coordinated and ad
hoc efforts that have naturally evolved into a complex socio-technical system. The purpose of this study is
to address such complexity by modeling the current care system with a patient-centered, systems
perspective.
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Objective/Purpose: Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is a prevalent mental disorder among veterans
who have served in recent combats. To meet the increasing demands, a variety of specialized diagnosis and
treatment techniques have been developed over decades. Current pathways for PTSD care are a combination
of coordinated and ad hoc efforts that have naturally evolved into a highly complex socio-technical system.
Yet, such complexity has not been explored systematically, especially from patients’ point of view. The
purpose of this study is to model the current PTSD care system with a patient-centered, systems perspective,
from the moment a potential patient entering the system until the moment the patient gets discharged to
identify opportunities for improvement.
Methods/Approach: A descriptive model of PTSD care system has been built and validated through iterative
semi-structured interviews with subject-matter experts (SMEs) – i.e., five clinical psychologists (including
two having specialty in biofeedback methods) and one research psychiatrist. Interviews were transcribed,
coded, and analyzed taking a grounded theory-based qualitative data analysis approach. During the coding
process, each transcript was coded by at least two coders to avoid bias. An inter-coder reliability analysis
was conducted to assess the level of agreement.
Results/Findings: Findings suggest that a potential patient goes through six consecutive phases in the
current PTSD care system: Quick Screening, Screening & Diagnosis, Prescription, Treatment,
Homework/Self-assessment, and Follow-up & Diagnostic Re-assessment. While constructing the model,
three possible areas of improvements are identified. These are lack of communication between different
care providers, lack of consideration of PTSD patients’ unique characteristics, and lack of support for inbetween sessions.
Conclusion/Practical Implications: Such findings are expected to inform the design of novel treatmentsupportive technologies and enable them to be better integrated with the current care system.
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